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Your challenges
 › Monitor a territory-wide area
 › Verify a large number of farmers’ declarations 
 › Planning on spot activities
 › Reduce operational costs

The tool Your Gains

 Evaluate Risk

 › Continuously monitor declared parcels data
 › Perform farm inspections based on a smart 

sampling alert mechanism
 › Shift the focus from fragmented monitoring 

to specifi c fi elds and dates to territory-wide 
and all-year-round monitoring

 Increase Effi ciency

 › Improve declaration phase processing
 › Enable targeted on spot visits
 › Effi cient operational planning
 › Evaluate faster, save time
 › Reliable results derived from the use of het-

erogeneous types of available data and state-
of-the-art techniques

 Reduce Costs

 › Ensure only valid declarations are paid
 › Prevent fraud by verifying the declared infor-

mation
 › Reduce operational and administrative costs

 Increase Transparency

 › Enable a common knowledge of the truth 
among farmers and paying agencies 

 › Enable the timely feedback / corrections to 
the declarations

Improved communication channel between pub-
lic authorities and farmers increasing the trans-
parency of the declaration procedure and avoid-
ing possibly penalties to farmers.

Communication

Confi dently empower your operational and ad-
ministrative processes with access to the latest 
historical data.

Archiving 

ENVISION services enables Paying Agencies and 
Certifi cation Bodies to have timely cost-effi cient 
and actionable insights for the compliance moni-
toring procedure of the Common Agricultural Pol-
icy (CAP) agri-environmental standards.

ENVISION Services 
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Powered by remote sensing imagery and ma-
chine learning techniques, ENVISION enables ter-
ritory-wide and all-year-round monitoring of farm-
ers compliance to CAP standards.

Monitoring

Tailored satellite-based information services to 
perform remote assessment and get an accurate 
risk-based analysis optimal selection of farms’ in-
spection and fraud detection.

Inspection


